Continuous white noise exposure during and after auditory critical period differentially alters bidirectional thalamocortical plasticity in rat auditory cortex in vivo.
Long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression are thought to mediate activity-dependent brain plasticity but their role in the development of the thalamocortical auditory system in vivo has not been investigated. In adult urethane-anaesthetized rats, theta-burst stimulation of the medial geniculate nucleus produced robust LTP (40% amplitude enhancement) of field post-synaptic evoked potentials recorded in the superficial layers of the primary auditory cortex. Low-frequency (1-Hz) stimulation resulted in transient depression ( approximately 40%) of field post-synaptic evoked potential amplitude. Both LTP and synaptic depression were found to be dependent on cortical N-methyl-d-aspartate receptors. Thalamocortical plasticity was also assessed after continuous white noise exposure, thought to arrest auditory cortex maturation when applied during the critical period of post-natal primary auditory cortex development. Rats housed in continuous white noise for the first 50 days of post-natal life exhibited greater LTP ( approximately 80%) than controls reared in unaltered acoustic environments. The protocol used to elicit depression also resulted in substantial LTP ( approximately 50%) in white noise-reared animals. Adults housed in white noise for the same length of time exhibited normal LTP but displayed greater and persistent levels of synaptic depression ( approximately 70%). Thus, the absence of patterned auditory stimulation during early post-natal life appears to retard sensory-dependent thalamocortical synaptic strengthening, as indicated by the preferential readiness for synaptic potentiation over depression. The fact that the same auditory manipulation in adults results in synapses favouring depression demonstrates the critical role of developmental stage in determining the direction of synaptic modification in the thalamocortical auditory system.